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A composite algorithm for improving Blowfish security is achieved by using a DNA
and Genetic technique. In this paper, the data input is changed using rotation and
XOR’ed which gives us high confusion and diffusion. Then this data encrypted with
Blowfish algorithm produces a cipher text. To increase the security of this cipher text
several stages are added. The cipher text is converted to DNA sequence and the
stages of a genetic technique are used by dividing cipher text into chromosomes of
fixed length, each chromosome consists of 32 elements of DNA. Then cross over the
chromosomes to produce new offspring and each offspring is mutated. The proposed
algorithm is compared with Blowfish algorithm that produces highly avalanche effect.
The new algorithm is compared with Blowfish and gives excellent results from the
viewpoint of the security characteristics and the statistics of the cipher text.
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1. Introduction
Due to the rapid growth of networks, information security becomes more substantial for
protecting commerce secrecy and privacy. There are many Encryption algorithms which are used
for information security. They are labeled into two types depending on the type of security keys.
The two labels are symmetric and asymmetric encryptions. In symmetric or private encryption only
one key has been used to encrypt or decrypt the data, like ’BLOWFISH’ algorithm [1]. While in a
symmetric or public key encryption the sender and the receiver have two keys, one is a public key
and the other is a secret key which is known by the sender and the receiver only. An example of
Public Key algorithms: Diffie-Hellman, Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) [2].
Many researchers have been completed in the field of cryptography using different methods. In
[3] the DNA cryptography is used for hiding data transmission and increase the security of data. The
algorithm selected a DNA sequence. The DNA sequence is a combination of A, C, G and T base pairs.
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As the next step, a single letter is replaced with a specific letter defined by the complementary rule
that based on the properties of a nucleic acid. In [4] the encryption algorithm used the one-time
pad (OTP) technique through which the data could secure within DNA sequences and its structure.
In [5] Proposed system was symmetric algorithm depends on the random key generation of DNA
pattern. The steps of this algorithm are Encryption, Random Key Generation, and Decryption.
In this paper, a new symmetric algorithm based on Blowfish algorithm and DNA-Genetic
techniques are suggested. The data input is rotated and XOR’ed with the key. Then Blowfish
algorithm is used to produce cipher text. This cipher text would be applied on DNA-genetic
techniques, which are used for four stages of proposed algorithm. First, the encrypted data has
been converted to DNA sequence. Second, the DNA sequence has been reshaped in the form of
blocks; each block consists of 32 elements. Third, the crossover has been applied by rotating left in
elements. Finally, the mutation has been performed by complementing the elements of DNA
sequence.
When comparing the suggested algorithm in this paper and the referred researchers above we
find that in [3] works with complementary rules only and in [4] uses one-time pad for encrypting
data, while in this work, the data input is rotated and XOR’ed with key and encrypted with blowfish
algorithm which gives a higher security then uses DNA- genetic technique to increase data secrecy.
The rest of this paper is introduced as follows, in section 2, the proposed algorithm is
presented. In section 3, security analysis is introduced. Finally, the conclusion is illustrated in
section 4.
2. The Proposed Data Encryption Algorithm
Data encryption algorithm is suggested with different algorithms like Blowfish algorithm, for
improving the security of this algorithm, we constructed more stages, the main stages of the
proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed algorithm
2. 1 Confusion and Diffusion
The term confusion and diffusion was announced by cloud Shannon to advance a product cipher that
substitute’s confusion and diffusion functions. The term confusion referred to that changing 1-bit of the key
which will cause a total change in the corresponding cipher text. While the term diffusion is referred to that
changing in 1-bit of the plaintext which will cause a total change in the corresponding ciphertext [6].
In this stage, we presented that by constructing an array of the same length of the message and divided
the length of the key to 64-blocks, which can fill in 7 blocks of the array. The rest of this array is filled by
rotating left to 12 bits of the whole bits of the key then still doing this until the array has been loaded. After
that counting one in every block of the original key and rotating the message left by this number. Finally
XOR’ed this message with key to produce a new plaintext to be ready for encryption with Blowfish
algorithm. In the following stage, the blowfish algorithm has been used for encrypting data to produce
ciphertext [7-10].
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2.2 Pre-Processing of DNA Sequence

DNA is deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA has been used for storing and transferring data. The idea of
utilizing DNA in the fields of cryptography has been recognized as a possible technology that may
bring forward a new hope for unbreakable algorithms. Strands of DNA are long polymers of millions
of linked nucleotides. These nucleotides consist of one of four nitrogen bases, the nucleotides that
make up these polymers are named after the nitrogen base that it consists of; Adenine (A), Cytosine
(C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T).where A and T, C and G are complementary pairs [11].
After encrypting data with Blowfish algorithm, DNA sequence has been used by converting the
encrypted data to ASCII code, then group them into 8-bits of binary data. Every two adjacent bits
has been transferred to the corresponding DNA sequence according to the following Table1.
Table 1
DNA and Representation
of bits
Bits

DNA

00

A

01

C

10

G

11

T

2.3 Reshape Stage
After Encryption and converting data to DNA sequence, the genetic technique that consists of
three basic operations: reproduction, crossover, mutation [12] has been used to generate a genetic
material that passes to the next operation in the form of chromosomes. The Reshaping stage has
been used. In this stage, first number and length of a chromosome are defined. Reshape it by
stratifying the DNA sequence into rows to construct parents’ chromosomes (chromosome
population). Each chromosome consists of 32 elements from DNA sequence.
2.4 Crossover Stage
After constructing parent’s chromosomes, the next stage is how to produce a new child from
these parents chromosomes, this step can be achieved by using crossover method. The crossover
can be satisfied by rotating left/right for some element in the parent's chromosomes to get new off
springs (child) that will achieve the mutation.
2.5 Mutation Stage
After crossover stage, the new offspring has been subjected to the mutation stage. Mutation is
the permutation of string elements. In this stage, mutation is done by converting every four bits to
two elements of DNA sequence (0001->AC), then complement the elements with it opposes one
according to Table 2.
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Table 2
Mutation of data
NA

its

NA

its

NA

its

NA

its

A

000

A

100

A

000

A

100

C

001

C

101

C

001

C

101

G

010

G

110

G

010

G

110

T

011

T

111

T

011

T

111

3. Security Analysis
In order to achieve the data protection for several genders of attacks. Inspection of
performance analysis has been utilized to elucidate the proposed algorithm [13]. In this section, the
security analysis of encryption algorithm using blowfish, DNA-Genetic technique has been
explained in details. We discuss the avalanche effect of plaintext and ciphertext, statistical analysis
of the ciphertext.
3.1 Avalanche Effect
Avalanche effect is obvious that if, change of one bit in the plaintext or key will cause a
significant change in the ciphertext. A desirable feature of any encryption algorithm is that small
change in the plaintext or key must make a significant change in the ciphertext [14]. Table 3 and 4
Shows the result obtained after changing one bit in the Plaintext or key with different size using
avalanche effect. The avalanche effect is calculated as:
Avalanche effect = no of flipped in the ciphertext

no of bits in the ciphertext

(1)

× 100

Table 3
Avalanche effect for one bit change in plaintext
P.T

Length of
P.T in bits

Case 1
Case 2

158656
1024

Change first bit in plaintext
B.F
0.015%
2.44%

Proposed
49.99%
50.19%

Change middle bit in
plaintext
B.F
Proposed
0.021%
49.99%
2.92%
49.51%

Change last bit in plaintext
B.F
0.0176%
2.53%

Proposed
49.99%
50.39%

Table 4
Avalanche effect for one bit change in key
P.T
Case 1
Case 2

Length of
P.T in bits
158656
1024

Change first bits in key

Change middle bits in key

Change last bits in key

B.F

Proposed

B.F

Proposed

B.F

Proposed

49.93%
50.58%

50.1%
52.14%

49.90%
47.85%

50.06%
49.41%

50.03%
49.70%

50.26%
50.97%
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The avalanche effect of the proposed algorithm provides higher value than Blowfish algorithm
because in Blowfish algorithm it works in its data block. While in our case, we use DNA and genetic
technique that make a different change when changing one bit.
3.2 Language Statistics
Shannon suggested a new method to appraisal entropy and redundancy of a language. A
cryptosystem is deliberated unbreakable against statistical analysis if its ciphertext has flat
distribution [15]. Figure 2 shows the plaintext statistics of text file used and the cipher text
statistics of Blowfish and proposed algorithm are plotted in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
3.3 Analysis Method in Strict Avalanche Criterion
The Strict Avalanche Criterion (SAC) was presented by Webster and Tavares in a survey of
is said to
scheme criteria for definite cryptographic functions. A Boolean function
content with the SAC if complementing a single input bit results in changing the output bit with
probability accurately one-half. In this section, two analysis techniques for strict avalanche criterion
(SAC) are tested [16].

Fig. 2. Plaintext statistics of text file

Fig. 3. Ciphertext statistics of Blowfish

Fig. 4. Ciphertext statistics of proposed

3.3.1 Analysis of the frequency of various hamming weight
In this technique, if the frequency of testing result is as like as Gaussian diagram, this result
shows the cipher has good properties of Strict Avalanche Criterion. Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the
Hamming weight of Blowfish and Proposed algorithm.
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Fig.5. Blowfish analysis of the frequency of various Fig. 6. Proposed analysis of the frequency of various
Hamming weight
Hamming weight

3.3.2 Analysis of the frequency of various differential value
In this technique, if the frequency of testing result has near values, this result shows the cipher
has good properties of completeness properties. Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the differential value
of Blowfish and Proposed algorithm.

Fig. 7. Blowfish analysis of the frequency of various Fig. 8. Proposed analysis of the frequency of various
differential value
differential value

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a new algorithm based on Blowfish algorithm and DNA Genetic
technique. We have enhanced the security of Blowfish algorithm by rotating the bits of key and
plaintext then XOR’ed them to produce new plaintext for blowfish algorithm. After encrypting this
plaintext with blowfish several stages of the DNA-Genetic technique were added. We have
converted data into DNA sequence and rotating this data to the left as the crossover stage in order
to produce new encrypted data that delivered to mutation stage. In this work, if we changed
several bits in the plaintext or the key, more than half of the bits were changed in the cipher text.
When the Hamming weight of Blowfish and the proposed algorithm is tested, we got that both of
them satisfied Gaussian curve but the proposed algorithm satisfied that with a higher value than
the unaided Blowfish algorithm.
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